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What Time Is It? Its Party Time Livonia Style!
by: Ian P. Dow
Gentleman,
I could wax poetic about this, that or the other, and I know that most of you sit
around waiting patiently for my monthly words of wisdom, but I think the only
thing that needs to be talked about is the Christmas Party. Yes there will be the
yearly "Model of the Year " contest where we all bring out our greatest
accomplishments from this past year and we as club members vote on who has
the best model. There will also be the fine snacks, dips, chips, pies, pizza, soda
and beer that does nothing but fill the tummy and make the day seem festive.
Of course there is the world famous or at least "World of Ians Basement"
famous raffle. The chance to find some rare unwanted prize that some
modeling novice carelessly put into the club raffle could be yours for the low
price of a 3 for a dollar ticket. Kinda looks like the one you put in the previous
year but I am sure thats not the case. This my friend is what the IPMS Livonia
Christmas Party is all about.
All joking and hype aside it is what makes the party a good time. This type of
tradition is what makes clubs, organizations, companies and family stay strong
and survive over the long haul. Most companies don't have Christmas parties
anymore and if they do its some shaggy affair that everyone does out of
obligation. Many institutions that we as a society use to do communally we no
longer do because that's old fashioned or we don't have time for it. I for one
am busy with work and family it seems 24 hours a day and many things that my
parents took me to do in the community I dont do with my kids, yet I try to
keep other traditions alive or make new ones. It is that reason I think our
Christmas Party is not only important but necessary to keep our club strong
and thriving. I also feel that having it in a home makes it seem all the more
personable. I like that we dont feel rushed or forced to do something to "Have
Fun", its just a bunch of old farts kickin back talking about models.
So with those thoughts in mind I will be looking forward to February the 15th
as I do every year and the great party with great people, doing what I love
doing best.
Ian
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In Box Review
By: Ian P. Dow

In-Box Review

1

⁄35

Sd.Kfz.263 Panzerfunkwagen



Sd.Kfz.263 Schwerer Panzerfunkwagen (8 Rad), Initial/Early version

by: Venelin Golev [ VENKO555 ]

Note: This article came off the Armorama website and has been slightly edited to fit. If you would like the full
review along with more in depth photos the link follows.
http://www.armorama.com/modules.php?op=modload&name=Reviews&file=index&req=showcontent&id=9868.

Introduction
The Sd.kfz. 263 Panzerfunkwagen (8Rad) is a heavy, but fast armored car for reconnaissance and
communication. It is based on the chassis of earlier variant- Sd.Kfz.232 Panzerspahwagen. It is 8-wheeled car
with omitted turret, instead a larger welded combat compartment was installed, to accommodate maps and radio
equipment. It had also a square antenna and retractable one (umbrella type) on top of the vehicle, the armament
consisted of only one machine gun with 750 rounds in front of the armored car for self-defense. A total of 207
were produced, issued mainly in reconnaissance or signal battalions in armored divisions.
Until now, there was no plastic kit of that rare vehicle in 1/35, but AFV Club filled that gap recently. It is based on
their earlier Sd.kfz. 232 model, with new parts for the turretless top and the antennas.
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The kit is in a standard box with nice box art, showing a desert camouflaged
vehicle. In the box we have the following:



8 sprues of tan styrene



1 separate piece for the chassis



2 separate pieces for the hull



1 small clear sprue



8 vinyl tires



2 small vinyl sprues with driveshaft boots



2 small photo etched frets



1 small decal sheet



1 instruction booklet



1 poster size A4 with the box art



Sprue “A”: two pieces-with the elements of the wheels, suspension, levers,
shafts etc



Sprue “B”: lower part of the hull, engine, other parts of the transmission



Sprue “C”: side parts of the hull, various hatches



Sprue “D”: mudguards, various boxes, exhausts, two shovels



Part “I”: one piece for the frame of the chassis, packed separately for
preventing damage



Part ”E”: two pieces for the main parts of the hull



Sprue”H”: clear parts for headlights etc



Sprue “L”: parts for the two type of antennas



Sprue “N”: elements for the front shield



Sprue “M”: one part for the turetless top of the hull



Parts G1 and G2: photo etched frets



Part J: decal sheet



Parts T: vinyl driveshaft boots and tires
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Review
The moulding of the parts is excellent with no flash and crisp details. Starting
with the chassis we have a very detailed transmission and suspension (shafts,
levers and so), which is workable in fact and the wheels can be positioned on
uneven terrain, in dioramas for example. You should be careful though,
because there are many tiny and fragile parts that can be easily broken.
There’s basic engine, consisting only of the lower half, which is pity if you
want to leave the engine hatches open. Two fuel tanks are also provided.
The next component is the hull-the lower part consists of a bottom and two
sides. An angled frame is provided for correctly positioning and holding those
parts. There’s an interior included, but no engine compartment, also no radio
equipment is present, which is surprising considering this is a radio car. The
top of the hull consists of three parts with nice details and weld representation.
All hatches can be positioned open or closed should you decide to put some
crew in the vehicle or interior to be seen. There are optional parts for building
initial or early version.
Next step is building the wheels-each wheel is consisted of brake drum and
hub carrier plus a vinyl tire. They can be positioned straight or turned; for ease
of handling it is better not to put the assembled wheels in this stage.
Mudguards are angled and have various tools and boxes stored on them.
There’s also a flag pole on the front left mudguard-this was included only for
initial production series vehicles. Front shield are also included-it is optional
for some vehicles and has acceptable thickness, but if you want it can be
replaced with photo etched one.
There are two types antennas included in the kit which are framed and
umbrella type. They are very well represented, but attention is required
because they are very fragile. The umbrella type may be positioned stretched,
which will look pretty impressive once deployed. There are two small photo
etched frets are included for various small bits.
The instructions are comprehensive, with all steps being very clear. The color
chart has numbers for Gunze, Humbrol, Revell and Lifecolor paints. Four
different camouflage options are provided, but in black and white type
schemes-it would have been preferable to have supplied these in colour. The
decal sheet is printed well, clear, with various crosses and markings.

Conclusion
I like this rare vehicle and AFV Club has done a very good job of representing
it with crisp moulding and details. My only criticism is the omission of radio
equipment for the interior (though with closed hatches this will not be
noticeable) also the addition of some figures would have be nice. For me the
icing of the cake is the umbrella type antenna, which fully deployed, will look
rather impressive.
Highly recommended for the fans of that vehicle, but some modelling skills are
needed.
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AROUND THE SPRUE
By: Jeffery Edge

This month, we’ll look at the other new magazine out there, Scale Model Addict. “SMA” started off as a website
offering modeling forums. The forums run the whole gambit of modeling from cars, to armor, aircraft, sci-fi, Gundam,
and navel subjects. The website and forums are very popular and have large quarterly/themed modeling contests
that draw a lot of modelers from all over the world. The company expanded this year to the publishing business and
started their magazine.
SMA magazine is published six times a year and has a similar format to Abrams Squad in that it has an editorial, new
product reviews, and in-depth builds or technique reviews. However, unlike Abrams Squad, SMA usually has four or
five different build topics. For example, there will be a car build, a plane build, a sci-fi build, an armor build and a
technique review. In addition, they have regular feature articles such as “Tales from the Man Cave”, which features
an in-depth build or modification of a kit. “In the Details” is a quick article on how to improve the detail on a model, for
example Issue 3 gives a tip on how to paint the parkerized finish on US machine guns. “From the Ground Up”
focuses on ground-work and diorama techniques, while “The War Room” looks at building and painting miniature war
game style kits. Lastly, with a brief bit of Zen, “The Goal is Completion” talks about different areas of the hobby, such
as perfection versus finishing a kit.
I haven’t seen a physical copy of the magazine as I obtain it digitally so I am not sure of the size, but the pictures are
very good and detailed. In addition, SMA has Canadian roots so the articles are not translations and flow much better
than the ones in Abrams Squad. However while the pictures are good, there are generally not as many of them per
article as you find in Abrams Squad, but they do make up for it by giving more content of different modeling aspects,
where Abrams Squad focuses a little on the build and a lot on the finish. Overall SMA is a great magazine and very
worth the read. The best part to me is that I can buy it digitally and read it on my phone, computer or tablet. SMA
information can be found here http://magazine.scalemodeladdict.com/ and on Facebook at
https://www.facebook.com/ScaleModelAddict. They also have a You Tube Channel with videos here
https://www.youtube.com/user/scaleModelAddict?feature=watch
As I stated above, SMA is available digitally, which makes it cheaper than the hard copy. Along with SMA there are
several other magazines that you can find in digital format including the Weathering Magazine, the Tamiya modeling
mags, MMI, SMMI, and MIM. Most of these magazines are from overseas and are hard to find at a decent price here
in the States. The digital copies are usually half the price of the hard copy and you usually get them a little bit earlier.
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News, Notes and Events
By: Town Cryer

The IPMS Livonia January meeting
saw a visitor who offered an
interesting opportunity to the
club. The visitor was Dan Cook, and
long story short is that he is part of a
popular east side train club, which
normally holds two train show a year
at the Mt. Clemens Gibraltar trade
center. This year his club has opted
to only host one show, so Dan
jumped on the opportunity and has
secured the open date to put on his
own “all facet” hobby show called
Hobby-Rama on the weekend of May
rd
th
3 & 4 . At our meeting, Dan laid
out his plan and offered IPMS
Livonia free table space, and limited
free admission.
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Greetings and Good Afternoon Gentlemen,
IPMS Warren is hosting the Region IV Regional Convention on
Friday and Saturday, May 9 and 10, 2014 at the Madison Place Union Hall,
located in Madison Heights, Michigan.
Within this spacious and well lighted building, this year's show features a large
contest area, vendor area, and make and take area. Vendors are welcome to
come in on Friday night to set up and prep for the Saturday show. Seminars
are scheduled on Saturday as well.
We welcome and encourage you to become a sponsor of the regional event,
which presents a great opportunity for the community and regional IPMS
chapters to participate in the hobby that everyone enjoys. There are many
categories and special awards to sponsor including best of subjects which
may spark specific interest within your chapter.
Thank you for your consideration and support of the Regional IV Regional
event.
Sincerely,
Dave Snyder
Secretary
IPMS Warren
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2014 Show Schedule Through July 2015
Start
02/01/2014
02/15/2014
03/15/2014
03/22/2014
04/03/2014

End
02/01/2014
02/15/2014
03/15/2014
03/22/2014
04/05/2014

04/11/2014
05/09/2014
05/17/2014
05/31/2014
08/06/2014
09/13/2014
09/20/2014
10/11/2014

04/12/2014
05/10/2014
05/17/2014
06/01/2014
08/09/2014
09/13/2014
09/20/2014
10/11/2014

04/10/2015
05/02/2015
05/23/2015
07/22/2015

04/11/2015
05/02/2015
05/23/2015
07/25/2015

Chapter
Mid-Michigan
Eddie Rickenbacker
Roscoe Turner
Three Rivers
*AMPS International Convention, Fredericksburg, VA
Wright Field Scale Modelers (IPMS Local / AMPS
Regional)
Warren (IPMS/USA Region IV Convention)
Military Modelers Club Of Louisville
*Wonderfest, Louisville, KY
IPMS/USA 2014 National Convention, Hampton, VA
NWVMM
Shenango Valley Area Scale Modelers
Cincinnati Scale Modelers
Wright Field Scale Modelers (R4 Convention - Bid
Pending)
Warren
Toledo (R4 Convention - Bid Pending)
IPMS/USA 2015 National Convention, Columbus, OH

* Denotes non-IPMS event (shown for info only)
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Tips, Tricks, and Things that may be Useful
How to make tarpaulins, tilts etc.:
What you need:
paper handkerchief, white glue for wood or paper, water, metal shaft and a pencil.

1.If you want to make a tilt for a truck, make a frame from a metal rod and glue it
with Cyanoacrylate glue in place.
2.Cut of a part of the paper napkin, or tissue and glue it on the frame with a few
Cyanoacrylate glue.
3.Coat the paper with white glue and let it dry 24 hours.
4.For the thickness of the tilt or to make it stronger, repeat Step 3 one or more times.
5.To make tarpaulins, canvas etc., use the same method but extend over a set of barrels
or equipment.
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The Mess Hall
Asian Meatball Soup
Recipe type: Soup
Cuisine: Asian
Prep time: 20 mins
Cook time: 22 mins
Total time: 42 mins
Serves: 6
A delicious Asian inspired soup!
Ingredients





















Meatballs
400 gms. ground extra lean chicken
1 egg, beaten
1 large garlic clove, minced
1 tsp. finely grated ginger
2 green onion, finely chopped
2 tsp. black molasses
2 tsp. soy sauce
Salt and pepper to taste
Pinch of red pepper flakes
½ cup fine bread crumbs
Soup
6 cups chicken broth
1 Tbsp. sherry
2 tsp. black molasses
1 Tbsp. garlic, minced
1 Tbsp. ginger, grated
½ Tbsp. canola oil
4 cups sliced cabbage
Salt and pepper to taste
Green onions for garnish
Crispy chow mein noodles for garnish
Instructions
1. Mix all meatball ingredients together and with wet hands roll into approx. 40 small meatballs. Set aside.
2. In a large pot add the canola oil and saute the garlic and ginger until fragrant, 1-2 min. Add the chicken
broth, sherry and molasses. Bring up to a boil and simmer for 5 min. Add the meatballs one at a time so they
don’t all stick together and simmer for 8 min. Add the cabbage and cook another 5-7 min. until the cabbage
is done to your liking.
3. Serve with green onion and crispy chow mein noodles.
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